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Ohio Valley TEGG testing goes beyond infrared,
provides peace of mind for mission-critical facilities

The Ohio Valley Electrical Services TEGG
program provides guaranteed assurance
that the electrical systems of industrial
complexes, data centers, hospitals and
other mission-critical facilities are healthy
and fully operational. Started in March
2014, the preventive electrical maintenance
program includes infrared and ultra-sonic
testing to provide comprehensive analysis
and, when applicable, recommended
solutions.
OVES takes a
customized approach
to each TEGG project
and provides webbased reporting that
includes model
numbers, breakers,
wire types, etc. “We
do a complete
inventory of electrical
systems and our ultrasonic testing allows
us to identify root causes, highlight any
problems and provide recommendations to
address them,” said Jeff Moore, Manager,
TEGG Services. "We can do full energized
testing to inspect for heat sources and
measure power quality, or de-energized
testing where we measure contact
resistance, insulation strength, transformer
turn ratios and winding resistance."

According to TEGG, power surges,
spikes and transients can cause damage and
wear down electrical components, which
eventually lead to premature failure. These
failures pose life/safety risks as electrical
distribution system malfunctions are the
leading cause of office structure and basic
industry fire in the U.S. Poorly operating
electrical distribution systems also waste
an average of $1000 to $4000 in electric
utility costs annually. “This preventive
maintenance program maximizes the life of
electrical distribution systems,” said
Moore. “The average life expectancy of a
system without a preventive maintenance
program is 17 years, with a maintenance
program that average lifespan jumps to 35
years.”
Ohio Valley’s certified TEGG
electricians (CTEs) will also conduct arcflash studies at a greatly reduced cost, due
to the comprehensive data gathering
completed for other tests. “We can
typically cut the data
gathering labor in half
for arc-flash studies,”
said Moore. “And,
another advantage is
that the TEGG webbased reporting fits
into our customers’
ISO registration
procedures and helps
them meet
requirements for the NFPA (National Fire
Prevention Association) 70B and 70E
standards.” The NFPA 70B standard
indicates that, “a well-administered
electrical preventive maintenance program
will reduce accidents, save lives, minimize
costly breakdowns and unplanned
shutdowns of equipment.”
(continued on page 2)

Co-op program prepares
next generation of
electricians with realworld training and
experience

Ohio Valley Electrical and the Warren
County Career Center have teamed to offer
a career path to career-minded high school
students as an alternative to college. The
vocational program trains students for a
career as an electrician, combining
classroom work with in-the-field training
and hands-on experience. “This program is
the first step to a career as an electrician,
and upon graduation they can enter our
four-year apprentice program to continue
on that path,” said Brian Hines, General
Superintendent for OVES. “We have six
full-time employees who are graduates of
this program and the Warren County
Career Center is one of the strongest
vocational programs in the area.”
Students enrolled in the co-op program
attend class in the morning and then head
to the field for training on actual job sites
in the afternoons. “We also conduct
presentations on safety training, like
OSHA 10, and CAD welding classes in the
classroom setting,” added Hines. “This is a
trend in a number of industries, including
manufacturing and other skilled trades. The
bottom line is we get more qualified
(continued on page 2)

Safety Stand-down brings attention to job-site falls

(continued from page 1)
OVES offers Preferred Guaranteed
Maintenance Programs that include a full
repair or replacement guarantee against
any sudden and accidental breakdown of
any covered components of the electrical
distribution system that are satisfactorily
tested and approved. For more information
on the OVES TEGG programs, please call
Jeff Moore at 513.771.2410.

TEGG testing...

OVES gets three-fold
recognition for safety
Falls are the leading cause of death in the
construction industry and the lack of fall
protection is a frequently cited violation by
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA). OSHA Area
Director Bill Wilkerson attended the event
at the SREE site, while Assistant Director
Ken Montgomery conducted a "drop
trailer" exhibition to demonstrate the
importance of the proper use of safety
harnesses at the 5th & Race Garage site.
Three OVES jobsites participated in
the stand-down including the Princeton
Schools, SREE, and the 5th & Race
Parking Garage sites. OSHA Area Director
Bill Wilkerson and Assistant Director Ken
(continued from page 1)

Co-op program
apprentice candidates who have a better
understanding of the job environment, and
are motivated to pursue a career as an
electrician.”
OVES was recognized by the Warren
County Career Center as the Valued
Business Partner of the Month in May of
this year. “This vital partnership helps our
students reach their career goals through
workplace learning experiences, needed
equipment and supplies,” Rick Centers,
instructor at the Career Center.

Montgomery both attended the event at the
5th & Race Garage site and conducted a
“drop trailer” exhibition to demonstrate the
importance of the proper use of safety
harnesses. The job sites featured three
OSHA Voluntary Protection Program
(VPP) contractors: OVES, TP Mechanical
and general contractor HGC Construction.
More than 1 million workers
nationwide participated in this event. The
National Safety Stand-down is part of
OSHA’s fall prevention campaign that was
launched two years ago with the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health, NIOSH’s National Occupational
Research Agenda and The Center for
Construction Research and Training

Safety, safety, safety. It cannot be stressed
enough and apparently that message has
sunk in with Ohio Valley
crews. The company
was recently
recognized by
three separate
entities for its
exemplary safety
record. The Greater
Hamilton Safety Council awarded Ohio
Valley the “Best Industrial Safety Record
for 2013” award for an outstanding
achievement of working 225,113 manhours with zero lost time due to accidents
(knock on wood).
OVES also received OSHA’s MidAmerica Safety Award, and was named the
Safety Contractor of the Month (May) by
Turner Meagan, general contractor for the
Princeton Schools project. Congratulations
to Safety Director Mike Ratliff and all the
OVES crews.

Cincinnati’s “gut rehab” initiatives bring asbestos
safety to the forefront; OVES takes the lead in training

The city of Cincinnati is encouraging developers to re-use some of the city’s older
buildings for new projects. For most, this requires demolition of all interior
structures, allowing for a “fresh start” within the shell of older buildings (see the
“Sam Adams Brewery” and “SREE” articles on page 3). The interior demolition of
older buildings can sometimes uncover asbestos and/or lead, which requires special
training for contractors, and OVES Safety Director Mike Ratliff is leading this
training. Mike has conducted on-site training for all crews working on these projects.
Just another way OVES is living up to its VPP accreditation and leading the way on
ensuring safe worksites.

Sam Adams adds “tank farm” to Cincinnati brewery

The Boston Beer Company expanded its
Samuel Adams Brewery in Cincinnati’s
West End, adding a $3.5 million beer
storage building that holds 14 large tanks,
with the ability to add six more. Ohio
Valley was selected as the electrical
contractor for the project, which was led
by general contractor Reece-Campbell.
The fast-tracked project was completed in
8 weeks and required approximately 4,000
man-hours to complete. “Our crews
worked 90-hour weeks and weekends to
get this project completed,” said OVES

project manager Dave Rheinfrank. “We
appreciate all the hard work that our crews
put in to keep the job on track.”
The project used an existing building
near the brewery, which was rehabbed to
hold the tanks. Nearly all of the conduit
and supports are stainless steel and
required some unique wiring methods.
According to Suzanne Pace, public
relations supervisor for Boston Beer
Company, the expansion will enable the
beer maker to increase the capability of the
brewery and keep up with demand.

Work wraps on new Renaissance Marriott in former
Bartlett Building

Construction is complete on the new
Renaissance Marriott hotel, located in the
112-year-old Bartlett Building on E. Fourth
Street in downtown Cincinnati. Ohio
Valley Electrical Services served as
electrical contractor for the project.
Construction began in July of last year and
the hotel opened this month. The $33million renovation includes 312 hotel
rooms.
The Bartlett Building was built in
1901 and was the tallest building in

Cincinnati for 12 years. The project is
certified silver LEED (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) status.

OVES the right formula
for Emery Oleochemical
expansion

Emery Oleochemical is expanding its
Cincinnati manufacturing facilities and
OVES is handling the electrical and
instrumentation aspects of the project. The
expansion includes a new four-story
building at the company’s Este Avenue
complex, which straddles the border
between Cincinnati and St. Bernard.
The 15,000-man hour project will be
completed in mid-October. The company is
the largest manufacturer of oleochemicals
– those derived from plant and animal fats
– in North America, and the new state-ofthe-art plant will produce highperformance products for the automotive,
furniture, appliance and other industries.
Emery Oleochemicals is a successor to
Emery Industries, a company founded in
Cincinnati in the 1800s to make tallow for
oil lamps.

OVES “sorts out” another
project for DHL

Ohio Valley has been selected by DHL to
handle the electrical work for automation
upgrades to is sorting facility at CVG
airport. The 20,000 man-hour project is
slated for completion in the spring of 2015.
The package delivery company is
automating its primary sorters to increase
productivity. This is the sixth project that
OVES has done with DHL since 2002.
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Two new projects for Parks OV

Parks OV has secured two new highprofile projects in Cincinnati. The first,
phase two of the Banks, is an extension of
projects done in conjunction with general
contractor Brasfield Gorrie – the Banks
Phase I and Columbus Commons in
Columbus, OH. Work has begun on the
Banks Phase II, which will include 298

residential apartments above lower-level
retail space. “Our relationship with
Brasfield Gorrie has allowed us to grow
our company,” said Ben Parks, president of
Parks OV. “We were given a chance with
the Banks Phase I and we obviously
proved that we’re capable of getting the
job done.”
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The second new project for Parks is a
30,000-sq. ft. addition to Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital CCHMC College Hill
campus on Hamilton Avenue. The designassist project will include a new three-story
building to be used for long-term
residential care of behavioral health
patients, as well as increased parking and
other site improvements. Turner
Construction is the general contractor for
the project.

Charlotte-based SREE Hotels is converting the former Cincinnati Enquirer office tower into a dual-branded Hampton Inn and
Homewood Suites hotel. Ohio Valley Electrical Services was selected as electrical contractor for the project, with HGC
Construction serving as the general contractor.
The $27-million project will include 144 Hampton Inn units and 105 Homewood Suites units. The building, built in 1926, is
listed on the National Register of Historic Places, and many of its ornate features will be preserved in the conversion. Construction
is expected to be completed by early 2015.

SREE Hotels to convert former Enquirer office tower

